In thus standing forward as the champion of a long-established practice, which, I am happy to say, rests on higher authority than my testimony, nothing is farther from my wishes or intention than to enter the lists of paper controversy. But, know- ing that many persons, either from want of time to read the original works, or from the high opinion they entertain of the reviewers, are apt to fix their faith on such critical analyses, I am unwilling to suffer the impression, which the review of Mr Baynton's work cannot fail to make, to remain without some attempt to obliterate its injurious effect. I am farther induced to take up the present subject, as it is one of great practical utility.
In answering an analysis of any work, I know no better method of preventing useless discussion, than to make a counter analysis and examination of all the facts adduced on the opposite side. I shall proceed, therefore, to take a cursory view of the subject of Mr Baynton's treatise, and then carefully examine the individual cases which he has published in support of his practice.
He begins with some observations on the dreadful consequences of the disease, and extracts a history of the symptoms from Mr Pott's works. He assents, in general terms, to 
